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Abstract
The aim of this work is to propose a fast and easily implementable
model allowing the consideration of inter-row shading in the simula-
tion of the power production of PV plants. Our objective is to find
the simplest model with the least number of input parameters. A for-
mulation of the shaded fraction of the module area dependent on the
PV configuration and the sun position is first proposed. An analysis
of the measurements of two plants is then carried out to understand
the effect of inter-row shading for a complete PV array. Based on
this analysis, a model is proposed and validated. It is shown that the
consideration of inter-row shading with the proposed model allows a
relative improvement of the simulation accuracy (RMSE) ranging be-
tween 18 and 32 % for time steps affected by inter-row shading and
between 7 and 12 % for a complete year.
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Nomenclature
d e Ceiling function
αP Module azimuth angle [
◦]
αs Sun azimuth angle [
◦]
γP Module tilt angle [
◦]
γs Sun elevation angle [
◦]
γshdg Shading angle [
◦]
µtemp Shading angle [
◦]
finv Power curve of the inverter
fmod,T=25◦C Power curve of the module for module temperature of 25
◦C
fPV Power curve of the PV plant
fshading Shaded fraction of the module area
GHI Global horizontal irradiance [W/m2]
GPOA Plane of array irradiance [W/m
2]
H Panel height [m]
IV Current-Voltage
L Pannel length [m]
MAE Mean absolute error
Np Number of parallel strings
Ns Number of cells connected in series along the vertical
Ppeak Peak power of the PV plant [W]
PPV Output PV power [W]
Punshaded Fully unshaded power production [W]
Pshaded Fully shaded power production [W]
POA Plane of array
PV Photovoltaic
RMSE Root mean square error
s Row spacing [m]
string set of PV panels connected together in series
Tmod Module temperature [
◦C]
w Weight factor
wFullyShaded Weight factor accounting for all strings fully shaded
wPartiallyShaded Weight factor accounting for the string partially shaded
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Losses of energy production resulting from inter-row shading is unavoidable
in rack mounted photovoltaic (PV) plants. A sufficient inter-row spacing
must be planned in order to limit shading of a module row on another. It
is however not rare to find plants where the spacing between rows is so
small that yield losses due to row-to-row shading effects are significant. Such
configurations result from low module prices and high ground costs: the
maximum energy production per available ground area is pursued instead of
the optimum energy production per peak power [5]. In such cases, an accu-
rate consideration of the effect of inter-row shading on the power production
is essential for any applications where the plant power output needs to be
estimated (power monitoring, power forecast...).
During the planning phase of a solar plant, the effect of shading on the
expected yield is considered very accurately using dedicated software like
e.g. [11], [19] or [20]. With those tools, the shadow is calculated using three-
dimensional geometrical calculations and its impact on the power assessed
by combining IV curves of the different cells under consideration of their
individual insolation as well as their interconnection. State-of-the-art models
are used and the estimation is very accurate. This good performances are
however reached at the expense of high computation time and it requires
knowing a lot of detailed information on the plant.
There are various applications in which the output power generation of a
PV plants needs to be estimated in real-time or near real-time (yield mon-
itoring, power forecast. . . ). In those applications, the best estimate of the
plant power generation is searched but the calculation procedure is subjected
to several constraints. Firstly, the available time and resource for estimating
the power generation is limited so that the calculation needs to be fast and
simple. Secondly, it is frequent that power calculation has to be conducted for
plants for which little information is available. Using the detailed method
of the above-mentioned commercial solutions is therefore excluded and a
lighter alternative method is needed. In this paper, we propose a method
for evaluating the impact of shading on the power production that matches
the constraints of an online application, i.e. a simple and fast calculation
method requiring the minimal amount of information on the plant.
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1.2 Literature review
The development of models for considering the effect of partial shading on
the PV power production started in the 1960s with the works of e.g. [14],
[1], or [22] and is still an active field of research (see e.g. [25, 2]). As men-
tioned by [6], in most of these contributions, the authors calculate the effect
of partial shading on the PV power generation by summing the forward
and reverse current-voltage (IV) characteristics of the shaded and unshaded
cells, providing the ability to simulate accurately an arbitrary shading con-
dition and array configuration. [6] mention additionally that, “computation
speed is sacrificed to achieve this accuracy, and using a linear approach to
simulate a large PV installation with thousands of panels and hundreds of
thousands of individual cells requires long simulation times, with computa-
tion time scaling linearly with PV installation size.” This computation costs
explains that the increase of speed and calculation capacity of computers has
brought about a growth of the number of research activities in this area (e.g.
[4, 13, 21]). Some authors address directly the issue of the high computing
costs by proposing calculation methods reducing the simulation time such as
e.g. the Monte Carlo techniques used in [10]. Despite improvement of the
computer capacity and increase of the calculation efficiency, the calculation
time of these methods remain too long for applications needing fast yield es-
timations like e.g. failure detection or power forecast. For such applications,
an accurate but simple and fast method is needed. Analytic models such as
those proposed by [18], [16], [6] are designed to fill these requirements. A
convenient feature of analytic models is also the reduced amount of informa-
tion needed for the simulation compared to traditional approaches. However,
collecting or estimating the plant information needed by those models can
still represent an obstacle to their implementation. Indeed, when very limited
amount of information is available on a plant, the determination of detailed
plant characteristics such as series and shunt resistances [18], [10], number
of blocks with bypass diodes [16], fill factor [6] is not obvious. The situation
is frequent, where the power production of a PV plant has to be analyzed,
estimated or forecasted, while this information is not available. If possible, a
method using the minimal numbers of plant parameters while preserving the
modeling accuracy would be desirable. Lastly, studies on partial shading are
mostly focusing on the electrical aspect of the problem and the geometrical
part is - to the best of our knowledge - rarely addressed. The only work pro-
viding a formula for the estimation of the shaded fraction is that proposed
by [29] but it is limited to south-oriented PV plants with panels made of one
single module row. This formulation is thus not general enough since many
plants have an azimuth angle differing from the optimal south orientation
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and PV arrays containing several module rows. A more general formulation
of the shading fraction as a function of the geometrical characteristics of a
plant would therefore be needed.
1.3 Contribution
The literature review above allowed identifying the need for a fast and simple
analytic shading model which needs to have a minimal number of input pa-
rameters but a satisfying simulation accuracy. The present work aims to fill
this gap by proposing a modelling approach pursuing this optimum. For this
purpose, our model development is conducted in parallel to a data-analysis
of power measurements from two large-scale PV plants that are affected by
inter-row shading. This data-driven approach guarantees that our assump-
tions and modelling approach are of practical relevance and avoids consider-
ing parameters having a small effect on the power production. The ability
of our modelling approach to be generalized to other plants is nevertheless
also evaluated by testing the validity of our modelling assumptions using
traditional IV curve summing simulations. In addition, we address the lack
of calculation method for the estimation of the shaded fraction by proposing
a formula for any plant configuration. The present papers address thus all
calculation steps for the consideration of the effect of partial shading on the
PV power calculation.
A description of the two PV plants considered in this work as well as all
data used for the simulation and validation of the model is given in section
2. The analytic model development based on the data analysis is detailed
in section 3. The resulting model is then validated against measurements in
section 4 and conclusions on the present work are given in section 5.
2 Data description
2.1 PV plants and measurement dataset
The approach chosen in this paper consists in analyzing the effect of inter-
row shading using measurement data as a motivation for the model validation
and application conducted in section 3. Measurements from two PV plants
- provided by Enerparc AG - are used for this purpose and are described
in this section. Both PV plants are located in Eastern Germany. The main
characteristics of the two plants are summarized in Table 1. They are located
in Delitzsch and Althen and have a total peak capacity of 32MWp and 7MWp
respectively. Both PV plants have a south orientation and a tilt angle of 25o.
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Delitzsch Althen
Latitude 51.50941oN 51.345564oN
Longitude 12.291311oE 12.516578oE
Total peak capacity 32091.84 kWp 7347.60 kWp
Number of inverters 37 11
Azimuth angle 180o (South) 180o (South)
Tilt Angle 25o 25o
Module orientation landscape landscape
Module width 0.99 m 0.99 m
Number of stacked panels along side of rows 4 4
Inter-row spacing 2.4 m 2.7 m
ID of the inverter analysed INV 07 13 INV 04 07
Peak power of the inverter 1002.24 kWp 750.12 kWp
Table 1: Main characteristics and locations of the Delitzsch and Althen PV
plants
The main geometrical characteristics of the two plants are given in Ta-
ble 1. The meanings of the main parameters are illustrated in Figure 1.
The panels are constituted of four rows of modules in landscape orientation.
This layout can be observed in the aerial pictures of the plants in Figure
2. The inter-row spacing is equal to 2.4 and 2.7 m in Delitzsch and Althen
respectively. These inter-row spacing values have been estimated on the ba-
sis of technical drawings of the plants. Even if there is some uncertainties
on these values, they have been validated by the operators of the plants.
An often-used metric to quantify the inter-row spacing with respect to the
panel height and tilt angle consists in evaluating the shading angle, which is
formed by the line joining the highest point of a panel with the lowest point
of the following panel and the horizontal. This angle is illustrated in Figure
1. It is recommended to have a small value of the shading angle in order
to avoid inter-row shading. A value of 14o is for example recommended in
[7], which corresponds to the maximal solar elevation at the winter solstice
in Berlin. Using the tilt angles, inter-row spacing and panel length of the
two plants, we found shading angle values of 35 and 32o for Delitzsch and
Althen respectively. These values are thus relatively high and indicate that
important shading losses can be expected. The values of these angles have
been confirmed by the plant operator and, as will be analyzed later, they are
in line with the measurement analysis.
In both plants, the cells are interconnected according to a series-parallel
concept: all PV modules of the panel row are connected together in series,
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Figure 1: Definition of module row interspacing and the module height
which forms a string. In the two plants, a panel row is made of four different
strings that are connected in parallel.
The dataset includes 1 min measurements of the output AC-power for
each inverter of the two PV plants over a period comprised between 27/08/2012
and 31/01/2015 and between 01/05/2012 and 31/01/2015 for the plants lo-
cated in Delitzsch and Althen respectively. For both plant, module tem-
perature and plane-of-array irradiance measured by a reference cell are also
available.
For the present analysis, we only used measurements of a single PV in-
verter, which is sufficient for our purpose and reduces significantly the size
of the dataset. The inverters used for the analysis have been chosen, so that
the corresponding PV arrays lay in the middle of the PV plant and is not
affected by other shading than the inter-row shading (e.g. tree, building...).
Information on the chosen inverters is provided in Table 1 and their spatial
locations within the plants are illustrated in Figure 2.
2.2 Data needed for calculating the shading effect
The first step in modelling the effect of inter-row shading on the power pro-
duction is the calculation of the shaded fraction of the PV panels. This is
a geometrical calculation which requires the following information as input:
the panel length L, the module orientation angles (αP , γP ), the inter-row
spacing s and the solar position angles (αs, γs). All these information are
given in section 2.1 and the detail of the calculation of the shaded fraction
are provided in section 3.2 as well as in A.
When a part of the modules is shaded, it is obvious that the direct ra-
diation does not reach the shaded regions while the unshaded part of the
modules benefits from all three components of the POA irradiation [16]. De-
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Figure 2: Aerial view of the Delitzsch and Althen PV plants: left: whole
plant, right: array connected to the inverter, whose measurements are used
in this analysis. (Source: Google earth)
pending on the level of shading, the PV power production will thus vary
between the two following bounds:
• a lower value corresponding to power produced when only the diffuse
and reflected radiation are received by the modules - the fully shaded
power production Pshaded, and,
• an upper value corresponding to the power produced when all three
components of the GHI are received by the modules - the fully unshaded
power production Punshaded.
As will be further explained in section 3, we propose a modelling approach
in which the power production of a plant affected by shading is evaluated
by a linear combination of these two power values. Their calculation is thus
needed to simulate the effect of shading on the PV power. The calculation of
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the power values corresponding to these two extreme situations is explained
in the subsections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. This preliminary step has been intention-
ally included in the section ”data description” since any other methodology
than that proposed below can be used for estimating these two simulated
power values. The estimation of the shaded and unshaded power requires
the knowledge of the three components of the irradiation whose evaluation
is explained in the following subsection.
2.2.1 Estimation of the three components of the plane-of-array
irradiation
Decomposition models - i.e. models allowing the estimation of the different
components of the global irradiation - are usually developed for the global
horizontal irradiation (GHI). Such measurements being not available at the
two considered plants, two possibilities from the literature are possible: esti-
mating the GHI from POA measurement [15, 8] or using satellite-derived GHI
data. These two methods enable to decompose the POA and can be used in
the proposed model. Both approaches having their respective strengths and
weaknesses, we have chosen to use satellite-derived GHI data for its simplic-
ity. The chosen data are taken from the HC3v5 database [9] and are 15-min
time series of the global horizontal irradiation evaluated from MSG satellite
images using the Heliosat-2 method [24]. Using satellite-derived GHI data,
the direct and diffuse components of the horizontal irradiance have been es-
timated with the [27] decomposition model. The three components of the
POA irradiance have then been calculated with the [17] transposition model.
For this last step, a ground albedo of 20% has been assumed.
The sum of the three components of the POA irradiance estimated with
the satellite data are plotted against the measured POA irradiance for the
two plants in figure 3. It can be observed that satellite-based estimates of the
POA irradiance generally match well with the corresponding measurements.
A marked offset can however be observed for the PV plant located in Althen,
which probably stems from a mismatch between the actual turbidity of the
location and the climatologic value used in the calculation of Helioclim [23].
In addition, a relatively high dispersion of the scatter points can be observed,
which is not surprising considering that 1-min point measurements are com-
pared to timely interpolated values of spatial average irradiation (satellite
pixel with an extension of several kilometres) available every 15 min.
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Figure 3: Scatter plot of the POA irradiance evaluated with the decomposi-
tion and transposition models on the basis of the satellite irradiance against
the measured POA irradiance (left: Delitzsch, right: Althen)
2.2.2 Simulated power values corresponding to a fully unshaded
condition
As previously mentioned, the potential power production Punshaded - that
would have been realized without shading - needs to be estimated for the
calculation of the effect of shading on the plant yield. In the following cal-
culation, we assume that POA irradiation measurements are not affected by
shading, which is in most situations the case. In order to calculate Punshaded,
a model giving the output power PPV as a function of the measured POA
irradiance GPOA and module temperature Tmod is needed.
A common approach for estimating the PV power production from tem-
perature and irradiation measurements is to use the power curves of the
inverter finv (e.g. [26]), the power curve of the module for a module temper-
ature of 25oC fmod,T=25◦C and a temperature coefficient µtemp (e.g. [3]). With
this approach, the simulated PV power production PPV can be expressed as
a function of the two measured quantities Tmod and GPOA as follows:
PPV = Ppeak×finverter(fmod,T=25◦C(GPOA))×(1+µtemp×(Tmod−25◦C)) (1)
A simple way of using the above equation consists in evaluating the func-
tions finverter and fmod,T=25oC using information available on the module and
inverter product-sheets. It is however not rare that actual module and in-
verter characteristics deviate from those expected from manufacturer infor-
mation. This is why we prefer a more pragmatic approach consisting in infer-
ring unknown plant parameters of the model from measurements. Estimating
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the parameters of the model given in Eq. 1 is not easy since it is difficult to
differentiate between the effects of the power curves of the inverter and mod-
ule. The model was therefore simplified by introducing the power curve of
the PV plant fPV , which accounts for the aggregated effect of the module and
inverter for a module temperature of 25oC (fPV =finverter◦fmod,T=25◦C). The
effect of the temperature is then considered with the AC power, which brings
about a small modelling error. This error is however considered negligible
considering the shape of most inverter power curves. With this simplification,
the model can be expressed as follow:
PPV ∼= Ppeak × fPV (GPOA))× (1 + µtemp × (Tmod − 25◦C)) (2)
The power temperature coefficient µtemp is assumed to be equal to−0.4%/oC
for the two PV plants. The function fPV is then determined by a linear robust
fit per interval using the temperature-corrected power and POA irradiance
measurements. The temperature-corrected power data are represented as a
function of the POA irradiance for the two plants in Figure 4. The assessed
power curves are represented by red curves in Figure 4.
It can be observed in the two graphics of Figure 4 that the scatter points
are organized in different lines crossing the origin. The upper line which
includes most points correspond to a normal - shading-free - operation while
the lower ones are resulting from the effect of shading on the operation of
the modules. We are thus interested in evaluating a function that fits the
upper line. As can be observed on the red curves in Figure 4, this is achieved
thanks to the robust regression as long as the majority of the points are not
affected by shading.
The time series of the power values Punshaded corresponding to a fully
unshaded situation can thus be estimated on the basis of the POA irra-
diation and temperature measurements (GPOA, Tmod), using the estimated
power curve fPV and temperature coefficient µtemp.
2.2.3 Simulated power values corresponding to a fully shaded con-
dition
The calculation of the fully shaded power production Pshaded can be con-
ducted using the approach presented in the last section whereby the direct
POA irradiation is set equal to zero in order to take into account the ef-
fect of the shading. The diffuse and reflected POA irradiation evaluated
with satellite data (see Section 2.2.1) are therefore summed and used for
the calculation of the power values -Pshaded- corresponding to a fully shaded
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(a) Althen (b) Delitzsch
Figure 4: Temperature corrected power as a function of the POA irradiance
(light grey to black dots) and estimated power curves (red curves).
situation using the function fPV and temperature coefficient introduced in
the previous section. The resulting power values are used in the following
section for estimating the maximum power point (MPP) power production
of a shaded PV system.
3 Modelling the effect of row-to-row shading
on the PV-power production
This part describes the different steps in the modeling of row-to-row shading
effect on the power production. The dataset presented in 2 is used as a
motivation - or as a validation - of each step of the proposed model.
3.1 Overview of the modeling approach
While an accurate calculation of the maximum power production of an ar-
ray affected by shading requires a detailed calculation of the IV curves, we
propose a simpler approach consisting in a linear combination of the two
extreme power values Punshaded and Pshaded. The respective influences of the
two power values on the simulated output power Ppv are modulated by a
weighting coefficient whose general form can be written:
Ppv = w × Punshaded + (1− w)× Pshaded (3)
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The weight factor w is a function of the shaded fraction of the panels
and depends on the cell interconnection. A description of the calculation of
the shaded fraction is first given in section 3.2. A data analysis of power
measurements from our two large PV plants is then described in section 3.3,
which is aimed at motivating the modelling approach explained in section 3.4.
A flow chart illustrating the different steps and the corresponding equations
is given in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Illustration of the different steps of the proposed model for the
effect of row-to-row shading.
3.2 Shaded fraction calculation
3.2.1 Calculation details
Calculating the shaded fraction requires knowledge on the two angles deter-
mining the sun position: the solar azimuth angle (αs) and the sun elevation
angle (γs). These two angles are calculated using the geographical coordi-
nates of the PV plant and the time according to the set of equation provided
by e.g. [12].
For geometric calculations, we assume a solar plant with parallel rows of
infinite length on a flat ground. The shading behaviour along the module row
is thus homogeneous and we can conduct the calculation in any cross section
of the PV array. As illustrated in Figure 6, we chose the plane encompassing
the normal to the ground and the sun direction’s vector. The assumption
of infinite rows implies neglecting the difference in shading at the beginning
and end of the rows. It represents thus an acceptable approximation for long
rows but can bring about large errors for small PV systems.
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To calculate the shaded fraction, several pieces of information on the
configuration of the PV plant are needed: the tilt and azimuth angles of
the PV modules (γP ,αP ), the panel length (L) and height (H) and the row
spacing distance (s). These quantities are illustrated in Figure 1.
Now that all needed quantities are introduced, the shaded fraction of the
module area (fshading) can be calculated with simple geometrical considera-
tions in the plane including normal to the ground and the sun orientation
vector. This plane is represented by a red rectangle in the left picture of Fig-
ure 6, where a three-dimensional representation of the problem is provided.
We consider two module rows, whose intersection with the considered plane
are marked by the segments [BC] and [EF] in the right picture of Figure 6. In
this two-dimensional representation, the points 0, D and A are respectively
the origin, the projection of the shade of the point B on the second module
row and on the ground.
Figure 6: Illustration of the lengths used for the calculation of the shaded
fraction in the space (left) and in the plane including the sun and the origin
(right).
Assuming an infinite module length, the shaded fraction of the module
area is equal to the ratio of the distances DE and EF, or, having BC=EF, to
the ratio of the distances DE to BC (fshading = DE/BC). To determine this
ratio, we consider the two triangles (ABC) and (ADE). The lines (BC) and
(EF) being parallel, according to the intercept theorem, the ratio of lengths
DE/BC is equal to EA/AC, so we have:
fshading =
DE
EF
=
DE
BC
=
EA
AC
=
OA−OE
OA+OC
(4)
The three lengths OA, OE and OC can be easily calculated by geometrical
considerations (see A) and we have:
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OA = Lsin(γP )/tan(γs)
OE = s/cos(αs − αP − π)
OC = Lcos(γP )/cos(αs − αP − π)
(5)
Finally, using equations 4 and 5, the shaded fraction of the module area
can be expressed as follows:
fshading =
[
|Lsin(γP )/tan(γs)| − |s/cos(αs − αP − π)|
|Lsin(γP )/tan(γs)|+ |Lcos(γP )/cos(αs − αP − π)|
]
if |γs − γP | < π/2
0 if [|γs − γP | ≥ π/2 or γs < 0]
(6)
Where:
• αs is the sun azimuth angle [◦]
• γS is the sun elevation angle [◦]
• αP is the module azimuth angle [◦]
• γP is the module tilt angle [◦]
• L is the panel length [m]
• s is the module row interspacing distance [m]
3.2.2 Validation of the shaded fraction calculation
The shaded fraction has been calculated with equation 6 for the two PV
plants Delitzsch and Althen. The results are displayed in the two upper
pictures of Figure 7, where the shaded fraction is represented by colours as a
function of the sun azimuth and elevation angles. The two lower plots of the
same figure show the ratio of the measured to simulated unshaded power as a
function of the sun position. This ratio has been used in order to display the
effect of shading without being affected by the changes of the sun position
with time. In the two latter plots, the points have been sorted by decreasing
diffuse fraction so that the visualization of the data focuses on situations
where the effect of shading on the power is at the highest.
It can be observed that areas with shaded fraction equal to zero (grey
area in the left pictures of Figure 7) correspond to regions where the ratio of
measured to simulated unshaded power is higher than 0.8. In contrast, sun
15
Figure 7: Comparison of the calculated shaded fraction (top plots) with
the ratio of shaded to unshaded power values (bottom plots). Left column:
Delitzsch. Right column: Althen.
positions with a shaded fraction greater than zero corresponds to ratio values
less than 0.8. The calculated values of the shaded fraction are therefore in
good agreement with the power measurements. A comparison of the two rows
of plots shows that while the evolution of the shaded fraction is continuous,
that of the ratio of measured to simulated unshaded power values exhibits
discontinuities. This behaviour of the power values are stemming from the
interconnection of the cells and will be further analyzed and discussed in the
following subsections.
3.3 Comprehensive analysis of the effect of inter-row
shading on the PV power generation
3.3.1 Data analysis of the power measurements
So far, we have clearly identified that the shaded fraction and the amount of
direct fraction are two important predictors of the effect of inter-row shading
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on the power production. In addition, we have observed that the evolution
of power production with increasing shaded fraction is non-linear. The ob-
jective of this section is to further analyze the relationship between power
measurements, share of direct irradiation in the POA and shading fraction as
a preliminary to the development of an inter-row shading model. Indeed, we
want our model to be as simple and accurate as possible, for which purpose
a good understanding of the data is important.
(i) Delitzch - all data (ii) Delitzch - region (d)
(iii) Althen - all data (iv) Althen - region (d)
Figure 8: Plots (i) and (iii): dependency between the ratio of measured to
simulated unshaded power values and the percent of array shaded at Delitzsch
and Althen. The colours of the scatter points represent the share of direct
irradiation in the global POA irradiation and 5 regions are marked from (a) to
(f) for the discussion of the plots. Plots (ii) and (iv): evolution of the ratio
of measured to simulated unshaded power values with the direct fraction
for shaded fraction values comprised between 35 and 45% in Delitzsch and
Althen (data corresponding to the region (d) in plots (i) and (iii)
Power measurements are first displayed as a function of the shading frac-
tion and the direct fraction of the POA in the different plots of Figure 8.
Upper plots corresponds to Delitzsch and lower ones to Althen. In order to
directly observe the shading effect and get rid of the effect of the change of
the sun position on the power, the ratio of the measurements and the shad-
ing free power simulation are considered instead of the power measurements.
This ratio is referred to as ”shading impact” in the following of the text. In
the first column of plots, this ratio is displayed as a function of the shaded
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fraction whereby the colours of the scatter points represent the fraction of
direct irradiation in the POA irradiation. To ease the analysis of this first
two figures, six regions corresponding to different values of shaded fraction
are marked from (a) to (f). In the second column of plots, the evolution of
the ratio of measurements to shading free simulation (shading impact) is dis-
played as a function of the share of direct irradiation in the POA irradiation
for the region (d) introduced above (shaded fraction comprised between 35
and 45%).
When the direct POA irradiation is very low (blue points in the two plots
of the left column), the dependency between the shading impact and the
shaded fraction is very small: the values of the shaded impact are distributed
around unity for all values of the shaded fraction. As the share of direct
fraction increases, a dependency between the two quantities appears until
exhibiting a step-wise behaviour for great values of the direct fraction (red
points in the left column in Figure 8). As illustrated in the two plots on the
right column, the transition between these two extreme situations is linear
for the region (d). The visual inspection of the data shows that the same
observation holds for other values of the shaded fraction. Based on this
observation, it appears reasonable to consider that the effect of the shading
on the power increases proportionally with the direct fraction of the POA
irradiation, which validates our modelling approach expressed in Eq. 3.
We now focus on the dependency between power reduction and shaded
fraction for scatter points strongly affected by shading (red points). It can
be observed in the two plots that the red points follow a pattern that repeats
regularly along the diagonal. The first pattern consists of the regions a) and
b) for shaded fraction between 0 and 0.25, the second of regions c) and d)
for shaded fraction between 0.25 and 0.5 and finally the third of the regions
e) and f) for shaded fraction between 0.5 and 0.75. As suggested by their
vertical and horizontal extensions (both equal to ca. 0.25), these patterns
corresponds to the individual effect of each of the four rows of panels on
the production of the total array. The structures formed by the red points
suggest that the contribution of the four row connected in parallel can be
considered independent as a first approximation: the power production of
rows connected in parallel could therefore be calculated independently and
summed up to assess the inverter power production.
It can be observed that the power is very sensitive to shading in the
regions (a), (c) and (e) while this sensitivity is very small in the regions
(b), (d) and (f). This behavior is well known: the reverse current of the
shaded cell limits the current of the whole string. As a result, all cells - even
unshaded ones - operate at the same operating point as shaded cells. Once
a cell is fully shaded, incremental shading of further cells has no more effect
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Technology c-Si
STC power 210 W
photocurrent (@STC) IL = 5.658A
dark current I0 = 4.629E-11 A
shunt resistance Rsh = 269.68
series resistance Rs = 0.386
ideality factor n=1.0134
number of cells in series Ns = 72
module temperature Tmod = 25
◦C
global horizontal irradiance GHI= 1000 W/m2
diffuse fraction Kd = 15%
Table 2: Characteristics of the PV module used for the IV calculations
on the string power which explains the shape of the regions (b), (d) and
(f). This interpretation is confirmed by the width of regions (a), (c) and (e)
that are all close to 100/4/6=4.16% (100% of the module area divided by 4
module rows and by 6 rows of cells per module).
We can note a difference between the two plants in the evolution of the
shading impact with the shaded fraction for the regions (b), (d) and (f): while
the shaded fraction is constant in Delitzsch, it decreases steadily in Althen.
This effect may result from module mismatch effect and/or activation of the
bypass diodes but the actual causes of this different behavior couldn’t be
identified with the set of information available for the two plants.
3.3.2 Simulation-based analysis of the role of the cell interconnec-
tion and bypass diodes on the shading losses
To validate the interpretations made in the previous section and deepen the
understanding of the role of array configuration on the shading losses, nu-
merical experiments have been conducted whose main results are summarized
here. The PV-lib library [28] has been used to generate the IV curve of a
PV cell including its reverse current. The characteristics of the standard cell
included in the library have been used (see Table 2).
In order to consider the effect of shading, the solar radiation effectively
contributing to the light current generated by a partially shaded cell is eval-
uated as a function of the shading fraction as follows:
Geff = G×Kd +G× (1−Kd)× (1− fshading,cell); (7)
With :
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• Geff : effective irradiance on the module
• G : irradiance in the module without shading effect
• Kd : diffuse fraction
• fshading,cell : shaded fraction of the cell
The value of fshading,cell has been evaluated for each cell using the geom-
etry of the considered array and the shaded fraction fshading, which refers to
the entire array.
In a first step, we evaluate the evolution of the power generated by a
single cell as the shaded fraction increases. This first case is trivial but it
is aimed at explaining our approach. The results are given in Figure 9a.
The experimental setup is illustrated in the left image of this figure and,
in the middle plot, the evolution of the IV curve with the shaded fraction
is displayed using a colour system representing the level of shading. The
maximum power points are also represented by black circles in this figure.
The evolution of the power with the shaded fraction is finally represented
on the right picture of Figure 9a. As expected in this first case, it can be
observed that the power is decreasing linearly with the shaded fraction.
In a second step, the effect of shading on an horizontal module without
bypass diode is evaluated. The results are shown in Figure 9b. Since no
bypass diode is used, for a given voltage, the maximal current is set by the
most shaded cell, which therefore limits the whole module. Once a cell is
fully shaded the loss is at its highest and a further increase of the shading
has no further impact on the module power production.
In a third step, we consider a module with three bypass diodes, which
prevent shaded cells to operate as loads. The effect of the three bypass
diodes on the module IV curve can be clearly observed in the middle plot
of Figure 9c. In this case, the shadow brings about two local maximum
power points in the IV curve. With increasing shaded fraction, the maximum
power alternates between the two maxima: a local maximum where the power
decreases rapidly with the shaded fraction and a local maximum where the
power is independent on the shaded fraction.
In the fourth and fifth experiments, the effect of partial shading on ar-
rays with and without bypass diodes are investigated respectively. For this
purpose, four similar modules connected in parallel are considered. A string
with a larger number of modules would have been more realistic but a single
module string was chosen to allow a better visualization of the effect of the
bypass diodes on the IV curves. The results are displayed in the Figures 10a
and 10b. It is interesting to note that while the effect of the bypass diodes on
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the IV curve is clearly observable (middle plot of Figure 10a), the influence
of bypass diodes on the relationship between power production and shaded
fraction is much less marked, especially for shaded fraction under 50%.
In order to get a better insight on the effect of bypass diodes on partially
shaded module arrays, we have superposed in Figure 11 isolines of constant
power to the curves of Figure 10a. With this representation, the logic behind
the activation of the bypass diodes becomes clear. For low values of the
shaded fraction, the gain in current resulting from the activation of the bypass
diode is not sufficient to balance out the voltage decrease. In this case, among
the two local power maxima resulting from the effect of the bypass diode,
that corresponding to the global maximum has the higher voltage: it is thus
the operating point where the bypass diode is not activated. When the
shaded fraction increases, the two local maxima become very close so that
activation of the bypass diodes can be observed. For values shaded fraction
greater than 0.5, the effect of the bypass diode becomes indeed clearly visible:
an intermediary step can be seen for shaded fraction values between 0.55 and
0.6 and between 0.75 a 0.85. It should however be noted that the activation
of the bypass diodes is dependent on the shape of the IV curve of individual
cells and therefore on their electrical characteristics. Further analysis would
be interesting to get a better insight on this issue but we decided not to
conduct further numerical experiments.
Finally, the effect of shading for a portrait oriented PV module is dis-
played in Figure 10c. Here again, the total power production is limited by
the current of the most shaded cell which is more penalizing in this configu-
ration.
In this section, we considered strings made of a single PV module to facil-
itate the visualization of the results. It can however be noted that if different
modules connected in series are facing identical shading, their respective IV
curve will be identical and the behaviour of the string will be the same as
that of a single module. The effect of shading will however be smoothed
out by difference in shading fraction or electrical characteristics within the
string. This may be a possible explanation for the decrease observed for the
Althen plant in Figure 8.
3.4 Modelling approach
Our model is a linear combination of the two power values Punshaded and
Pshaded, that corresponds respectively to the power production without shad-
ing and with a complete shading. The respective influences of the two power
values on the simulated output power are modulated by a weighting coeffi-
cient w:
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(a) Effect of a partial shading on the power output of a PV cell
(b) Effect of a partial shading on the power output of a landscape oriented PV module
without bypass diodes
(c) Effect of a partial shading on the power output of a landscape oriented PV module
with three bypass diodes
Figure 9: Result of numerical experiments on different interconnection lay-
outs (Part 1/2)
Ppv = w × Punshaded + (1− w)× Pshaded (8)
The weighting coefficient w is the sum of two components: a first com-
ponent wFullyUnshaded accounting for all strings that are not affected by the
shading and a second component wPartiallyShaded accounting for the string
that is partially shaded:
w = wFullyUnhaded + wPartiallyShaded (9)
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(a) Effect of a partial shading on the power output of four parallel strings with landscape
panel with three by pass diodes per module
(b) Effect of a partial shading on the power output of four parallel strings without by pass
diode
(c) Effect of a partial shading on the power output of portrait oriented module (with or
without bypass diode)
Figure 10: Result of numerical experiments on different interconnection lay-
outs (Part 2/2)
Illustration of a unshaded, partially and fully shaded strings are presented
in Figure 14 in B.
The first term, wFullyUnshaded, can be interpreted as the share of parallel
strings of the system that are not affected by the shading. It can be expressed
as a function of the number of parallel string Np and the shaded fraction
fshading as follows:
wFullyUnshaded = 1− dfshading ×Npe/Np; (10)
In the above expression, the operator d e represents the ceiling function
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Figure 11: Superposition of isolines of constant power to the plot illustrating
the effect of shading on the IV curve of an array equipped with bypass diodes
(figure 9c).
that takes as input a real number x and gives as output the least integer
greater than or equal to x. The evolution of wFullyUnshaded with the shaded
fraction is represented by a blue area in Figure 12.
The second term, wPartiallyShaded, can be interpreted as the relative con-
tribution of the direct irradiation to the power production of the partially
shaded string. To calculate this second component of the weight, we need to
consider the number Ns of cells connected in series along the vertical. For
example, Ns is equal to 6 a module with 6 x 12 cells oriented in landscape. If
the same model has a portrait orientation, then Ns is equal to 12. Using the
newly introduced parameter, Ns, as well as the shaded fraction fshading and
the first weight term wFullyUnShaded, the second component of the weighting
coefficient wPartiallyShaded can be expressed as follows:
wPartiallyShaded = max(0, [(1−fshading)−wFullyUnshaded]×Ns−
Ns − 1
Np
) (11)
The evolution of wPartiallyShaded with the shaded fraction is represented
by a red area in Figure 12.
The calculation of the weight for types of configurations is given in B,
which is intended are clarifying our modelling approach through examples.
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For each given example, the parameters Ns and Ns are given and the evolu-
tion of the two components of the weight as a function of the shaded fraction
are provided.
The modelling approach described in this section suits well the behaviour
observed for the Delitzsch plant but the slow decrease for the power produc-
tion with shaded fraction observed for Althen plant is not reflected by our
model. This is due to the fact that the effect of the bypass diodes is not taken
into consideration since we judge that the added modelling complexity and
required input parameter is not justified by the added modelling accuracy.
As a result, our model is, in its current form, a lower bound of the power
production that can occur when bypass diodes are activated. Nevertheless,
based on the data analysis, we consider that it describes the main effect of
shading on the power output of a PV plant.
Figure 12: Illustration of the evolution of the weighting factor w with the
shaded fraction of the module area fshading, in the example of four parallel
strings with 6x12 cells panel in landscape (same example as 19 B. The violet
part corresponds to the contribution of the unshaded strings, the red part
corresponds to the contribution of the partially shaded one.
4 Evaluation of the model performances
The targeted application of our model is instantaneous calculation, where
advanced calculation methods involving combination of individual IV curves
is not feasible. In such cases, two options are usually considered: the use
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of a simple physical model where the impact of shading is neglected or the
use of statistical models. The consideration of statistical model being out of
the scope of the present study, we will use the calculation based on a simple
physical model as a reference case in this validation.
As a result, we will compare the output of the model described in the
previous section with the time series of the simulated power values assum-
ing a shading free environment (Punshaded) that has already been introduced.
The two simulated time series are compared against the power measurements
for the two plants in Figure 13. The simulated values are displayed on the
ordinate and the measured values on the abscissa. The colours of the scatter
points represent the local density of scatter points. Only points correspond-
ing to a sun elevation less than 35◦ have been displayed in this figures in
order to better visualize the shading effect on the scatter plots.
It can be observed in the four plots of Figure 13 that the dispersion of
the scatter points is relatively high. This noise results from the mismatch
between the used satellite-derived irradiation and the actual irradiation re-
ceived by the PV modules but also from the error of the decomposition and
transposition models. A systematic bias can be observed for the Althen
plant, which has already been observed in Figure 3 and discussed in sec-
tion 2.2. Some abnormal values resulting from operation failures can also be
observed for the Althen PV plant in this figure.
Regions corresponding to an overestimation of the power generation by
simulated power without consideration of inter-row shading can be observed
in the left plots of Figure 3 (e.g. measured power of 0.3 for a simulated
power of 0.5 kW/kWp). Such overestimation are due to the effect of inter-
row shading and, as shown by a comparison of the two pairs of plots, they
are corrected by the use of our model.
The bias, MAE, RMSE and correlation coefficient have been evaluated for
all simulations. The results are given in Table 3. The different error metrics
have been evaluated for two subsets of the data: firstly, over the complete
time period (without night values) and, secondly, only for time steps when
inter-row shading occurs (fshading > 0).
The improvement obtained by considering inter-row shading is the higher
for Delitzsch with a relative decrease of the RMSE (MAE) of 32% (31%)
and 12% (8%) for the times affected by inter-row shading (fshading > 0) and
the complete time period respectively. Though smaller, the improvement
resulting from the consideration of inter-row shading is also noticeable for the
Althen PV plant: the relative decrease of the RMSE (MAE) is equal to 18%
(10%) and 7% (4%) for the limited and complete time periods respectively.
The lower performances obtained for the Althen plant can be on the one hand
explained by the different characteristics observed in Figure 8 and on the
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(a) Shading-free simulation - Delitzsch (b) Simulation with our model - Delitzsch
(c) Shading-free simulation - Althen (d) Simulation with our model - Althen
Figure 13: Comparison of the simulated power values (ordinate) against the
corresponding measurements (abscissa) with and without consideration of
the inter-row shading (left and right plots respectively) and for the Delitzsch
and Althen PV plants (upper and lower plots respectively).
other hand by the issues observed in the power measurements (measurement
error or line outage).
5 Conclusion
In this work, an approach for calculating the effect of inter-row shading on
the PV power production has been developed with the objective to have the
simplest model and the minimal number of input parameters while preserving
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Delitzsch PV plant Althen PV plant
Shading-free
simulation
Proposed
model
Shading-free
simulation
Proposed
model
γs > 0
fshading > 0
bias 0.0356 W/Wp 0.0098 W/Wp 0.0048 W/Wp -0.0184 W/Wp
MAE 0.0551 W/Wp 0.0370 W/Wp 0.0832 W/Wp 0.0684 W/Wp
RMSE 0.0886 W/Wp 0.0612 W/Wp 0.1395 W/Wp 0.1260 W/Wp
corr 0.8911 0.9063 0.6240 0.6369
γs > 0
fshading ≥ 0
bias 0.0212 W/Wp 0.0096 W/Wp 0.0161 W/Wp 0.0072 W/Wp
MAE 0.0669 W/Wp 0.0588 W/Wp 0.0803 W/Wp 0.0747 W/Wp
RMSE 0.1080 W/Wp 0.0992 W/Wp 0.1298 W/Wp 0.1244 W/Wp
corr 0.8947 0.9059 0.8546 0.8625
Table 3: Comparison of the simulation error with and without consideration
of effect of the inter row shading on the PV power production
the modelling accuracy. This objective has been pursued by motivating the
modelling approach by a data analysis of power measurements of two large
PV plants. The present work thus includes both a model development and
a comprehensive data analysis.
We found a modelling approach consisting in the linear combination of the
power values corresponding to a fully shaded and fully shaded environment.
The weighting coefficient is a simple parametric expression depending on
two configuration parameters and the shaded fraction of the modules. The
configuration parameters summarize the interconnection of the cells within
the array: the number of strings in parallel and the number of cells in series
along the vertical of the modules. These two parameters should be relatively
easy to assess and, in case they are not known, they can be inferred using
the data analysis procedure described in this paper. A parametric expression
based on geometric calculation is proposed for the shading fraction. We also
propose a method for calculating the power values corresponding to a fully
shaded and an unshaded environment, though it is possible to use any other
method instead.
The relative improvement of the simulation accuracy (RMSE) obtained
by the implementation of the proposed model ranges between 18 and 32%
for time steps affected by inter-row shading (fshading > 0) and between 7 and
12% for the complete year. A noticeable effect can also be observed in the
scatter plot of simulated against measured power, where the consideration
of inter-row shading mitigates the occurrence of numerous values with an
overestimation of the power generation.
In the proposed approach, we used satellite derived global horizontal ir-
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radiation (GHI) to evaluate the direct and diffuse fraction of the POA irradi-
ation. The use of external data was necessary because only POA irradiation
is measured and no GHI measurements is available. The uncertainty of the
satellite data brings about noise in our model which is unfortunate since this
noise is stemming from the satellite data and not from our model.
The model has been validated using two relatively similar PV plant con-
figurations. It would be interesting to validate and eventually extend the
proposed model for further plant architecture (e.g. total cross tie, bridge
link architectures). An extension of the calculation of the diffuse fraction for
a tilted ground could also be considered in the future.
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A Determination of the shaded fraction
Step 1 : Calculation in the plane including the origin and the normal to the
module plane (light blue).
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Step 2: Calculation in the horizontal plane (dark grey).
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Step 3: Calculation in the plane including the sun and the vertical at the
origin (light red).
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B Example of Ns and Np, wFullyShaded and wPartiallyShaded
computation
Figure 14: Illustration of an unshaded, partially and fully shaded string
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Figure 15: Example of Ns and Np, wFullyShaded and wPartiallyShaded computa-
tion for a single cell
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Figure 16: Example of Ns and Np, wFullyShaded and wPartiallyShaded computa-
tion for a 6x12-cells panel in landscape orientation
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Figure 17: Example of Ns and Np, wFullyShaded and wPartiallyShaded compu-
tation for a row of 6x12-cells panels in landscape orientation. The panel
connection are 3 in series and 4 in parallel.
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Figure 18: Example of Ns and Np, wFullyShaded and wPartiallyShaded computa-
tion for a 6x12-cells panel in portrait orientation
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Figure 19: Example of Ns and Np, wFullyShaded and wPartiallyShaded computa-
tion for a row of 6x12-cells panels in portrait orientation. The panel connec-
tion are 3 in series and 4 in parallel.
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